Villoux Server System

House of Players Proceedings
Order, order! I, the Right Honorable Villoux Chief of Staff Dr. Baskerville, do hereby call
to order this 50th meeting of the Villoux House of Players on this 30th day of July in the year of
2016. Topics of conversation for this meeting will be:. At this time, the House of Players channel
chat will be closed. If you type into this channel at any time, you will be moved out of the channel,
and will be marked absent from this meeting.
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Excused Absences:
The Baskerville Advisor, Necroww for Work Related Issues
The Baskerville Advisor, Crepim for Time Zone Differences
The Baskerville Advisor, Smudd for Time Zone Differences
The Baskerville Advisor, Madison for Work Related Issues
The Baskerville Advisor, Nexe for Personal Issues
The Baskerville Advisor, Kiitycat for Work Related Issues
The Baskerville Assistant, Camcod for Work Related Issues
The Baskerville Assistant Manager, LilMiss for Work Related Issues
The Baskerville Advisor Manager, Spazproof for Time Zone Differences
The Executive Baskerville Assistant, ScionWish for Work Related Issues
The Executive System Coder, Jibram for Work Related Issues
The System Press Officer, DeadRusher for Time Zone Differences
The System Press Officer, Qmen for Work Related Issues
The System Art Designer, KJ for Vacation
The System Commercialist, SLVRDLLR for Work Related Issues
The Executive System Press Officer, IronRain for Work Related Issues
The TeamSpeak Operator, DemonKingz for Time Zone Differences
The TeamSpeak Operator, Zaaeen for Time Zone Differences
The TeamSpeak Operator, Hajimu for Time Zone Differences
The TeamSpeak Operator, LegionAbid for Time Zone Differences
The Executive TeamSpeak Operator, Oupas for Work Related Issues
The Realm of the Mad God Tomb Master, MightyRM for Work Related Issues
The Realm of the Mad God Guild Master, PvtPuncake for Vacation
The Realm of the Mad God Department Chairman, Meowzo for Vacation
The League of Legends Tournament Director, Skini for Time Zone Differences
The Counter Strike Tournament Director, WildBurger for Time Zone Differences
The Counter Strike Tournament Director, Reptune for Time Zone Differences

Unexcused Absences:
The Baskerville Advisor, Flosion
The Baskerville Advisor, Icyx
The Baskerville Assistant, KingKazma
The Baskerville Assistant, SquishyJH
The Baskerville Assistant, Coinmanzac
The Baskerville Assistant, OpTicBEST
The System Art Designer, Antidote
The Radio Villoux DJ, Ohhkkillum
The Radio Villoux DJ, MaZxx
The Press Manager, Steve
The Operative Manager, COLDHEARTS
The Realm of the Mad God Tomb Master, Overlorddo
The Realm of the Mad God Guild Master, Vendii
The Realm of the Mad God Guild Master, Pain
The League of Legends Tournament Director, Im Dgk
The Counter Strike Tournament Master, Ham

Transition: We will open tonight’s meeting with the Department Updates, starting with
the system’s largest department, the Realm of the Mad God Department. Presenting
the Realm of the Mad God Department Update is the Realm of the Mad God Server
Head, Mr. Lunacy.

Realm of the Mad God Update as read by Lunacy
Thank you, Dr. Baskerville. Unfortunately, our Realm of the Mad God Department
Chairman, Mr. Meowzo, is unable to attend this evening’s meeting due to his travels, however I
will do my best to present the update in his absence.
The first topic that I will address is the current state of the Villoux guilds. Throughout the
month of July, there have been several changes to the number of guilds that we sponsor. Mr.
Meowzo and I are very pleased to welcome two new guilds, the Average Guild and the Nuke Cola
Guild, as well as their respective Guild Masters, Mr. Pain and Mr. PvtPuncake, respectively. In
addition to these two new guilds, both the Melons Guild and the FallenHeroes Guild continue to
provide users to our TeamSpeak server. Unfortunately, this month did see the disbandment of two
previously sponsored Villoux guilds – the Drama Alert Guild, which merged with the Nuka Cola
Guild, and The Basker Villians Guild, which was disbanded due to lack of members. With four
guilds going strong, Mr. Meowzo is very pleased with Villoux’s presence on production Realm of
the Mad God.
Moving away from PROD and into our private server realm, our own private server,
Villoux’s Realm, continues to do astronomically well. Several minor bug fixes, drop rate changes,
and new items have been amongst the server’s most recent updates. We have a large update
planned for tomorrow which will make the game’s hardest dungeons much easier to run, add many
more new items, two new events to run, a buff to vitality and wisdom stats, and other bug fixes. In
the near future, we also plan on introducing an entirely new class completely custom-made for
Villoux’s Realm. More information about the update tomorrow and new class will be revealed
throughout the next few days. All of these new updates and changes have been possible due to an
increase of RAM on our VPS, which has overall improved the server’s performance. Finally, I
would like to extend my sincerest thanks to the TeamSpeak Operator, Mr. LegionAbid who works
very efficiently in encrypting our SWF file, and the System Art Designer, Mr. Antiodte for his
sprite contributions.
Before I conclude my update there is rather an elephant in the room that Mr. Meowzo
requested I address – the demotion and ban of the former TeamSpeak Operator, Mr. Scrub Lord
Corey. Mr. Corey was and still is a much beloved member of the Realm of the Mad God
community, which is why his recent 37-day ban from the TeamSpeak server caused much upheaval
within our department. Typically, it is not protocol for the TeamSpeak Operation Department to
discuss bans with other users, but the Executive TeamSpeak Operator, Mr. Oupas has agreed to
make an exception in this case. To provide a bit of backstory to the ban, the user, Mr. RedGamesII
scammed Mr. Corey’s younger brother, the user, Mr. Cyenare. When Mr. Cyenare reported the
incident to Mr. Corey, Mr. Corey proceeded to issue a one-day ban against Mr. RedGamesII, as in
accordance to the Calebbean Clause of the TeamSpeak Ordinance. Mr. Corey, however, decided

to go a step further and take Mr. RedGamesII’s IP from the TeamSpeak server’s ban list, which he
was only able to see due to his permissions as a TeamSpeak Operator. By taking Mr.
RedGamesII’s IP, Mr. Corey violated the Ruince Clause of the TeamSpeak Ordinance by
committing an “Abuse of Permissions”. Essentially, he used permissions that he was not entitled
to use at the time. Mr. Corey then proceeded to send Mr. RedGamesII’s IP to another user and
request that that user DDoS him. By distributing Mr. RedGamesII’s IP, Mr. Corey violated the
Warriorscaryme Clause of the TeamSpeak Ordinance, which specifically defines the act of
distributing IPs as an act of “Distribution of Private Information”. The Elly Clause of the
TeamSpeak Ordinance, which discusses ban durations, states that “Abuse of Permissions” stands
at a thirty-day ban, and “Distribution of Private Information” stands at a week ban. When
combined, you get a 37-day ban, which is what Mr. Corey was issued. The decision to issue that
ban duration against Mr. Corey came from Mr. Oupas himself, who unbiasedly reviewed the
situation and rendered a fair judgement. Though Mr. Corey is much beloved throughout our
community, Mr. Oupas knew that he could not allow such a serious crime to go unpunished. Once
Mr. Corey’s ban expires, he will be welcomed back into Villoux, but will not be allowed to serve
as a TeamSpeak Operator again. Despite being fond of Mr. Corey, Mr. Meowzo and Mr. Oupas
request that you view the situation without bias towards Mr. Corey and hold no resentment towards
either of them, or their respective departments, and with that being said, I do hereby conclude this
month’s Realm of the Mad God Department Update. Thank you for the opportunity.
Transition: Thank you for the update, Mr. Lunacy. We will now open the floor to any
questions, comments, or concerns per regards the Realm of the Mad God Department.
If you have a question, comment, or concern, please send me a private message with
question, comment, or concern, respectively.
There appear to be no further questions, comments, or concerns per regards the Realm
of the Mad God Department. We would generally move to the system’s second largest
department, the League of Legends Department, however due to that department’s
lack of a Department Chairman, I will cover its Department Update in my Closing
Ceremonies. At this time, we will now move to the system’s third largest department,
the Counter Strike Department. Presenting the Counter Strike Department Update is
the Counter Strike Department Chairman, Mr. Blubber Socks.

Counter Strike Update as read by Blubber Socks
Good evening, Villoux House of Players. I am glad to present the Counter Strike
Department Update. Regrettably, there is not much to discuss in regards to the Counter Strike
Department due to a massive lack of organized teams across our department. Since our
department’s main focus is hosting tournaments and since the tournaments require teams, we have
been unable to host European, North American, or Oceanic tournaments this past month. Our lack
of teams is widely due to the Counter Strike Department still being a relatively new department
within Villoux combined with the fact that the Executive System Press Officer, Mr. IronRain is on
an indefinite hiatus due to a computer hard drive failure. Without an active Press Department to
help advertise, it is becoming increasingly difficult to bring new teams to the system.
Despite these major setbacks, we have been making strides in establishing a monthly
European tournament. We now have four European teams, ranging from the United Kingdom,
Portugal, Israel, and Ireland. With assistance from my two European Tournament Directors, Mr.
WildBurger and Mr. Reptune, we plan to host a tournament next month. I am also fortune enough
to work with one North American Tournament Director, Mr. Flux, but the two of us are unable to
host a tournament alone. I am in the process of reviewing one North American Tournament
Director application, but until we have at least three North American Tournament Directors, I
would not anticipate a tournament. Though we also suffer from a lack of Tournament Directors
in Oceania, the Oceanic Tournament Master, Mr. Ham has been working on filling those roles.
Now that we have a fuller Press Department and a new Press Manager in the form of Mr. Steve,
all of my staff and I hope to have the resources that we need in order to further establish our
department.
Before I conclude, I would like to take a moment to recognize and thank our System Press
Officers, Mr. Trekele, M. DeadRusher, Mr. Qmen, Mr. TOXINSS, Mr. Antiaware, Mr. SoraYuuki,
and the Press Manager, Mr. Steve. Your vital efforts in expanding not just the Counter Strike
Department, but Villoux in general deserve the utmost recognition. I would also like to extend
my thanks to the Executive System Coder, Sen. Jibram for his work in ensuring that our Counter
Strike server remains active and properly maintained. With that being said, I hereby conclude this
month’s Counter Strike Department Update.
Transition: Thank you for the update, Mr. Blubber Socks. We will now open the floor
to any questions, comments, or concerns per regards the Counter Strike Department.
If you have a question, comment, or concern, please send me a private message with
question, comment, or concern, respectively.
Thank you, Mr. Blubber Socks. There appear to be no further questions, comments, or
concerns per regards the Counter Strike Department. We will now move to the
system’s smallest department, the World of Warcraft Department. Presenting the
World of Warcraft Department Update is the World of Warcraft Department Chairman,
Dr. Afecter.

World of Warcraft Update as Read by Afecter
Good evening, all. Many of you will remember me as the Minecraft Department
Chairman, but it pleases me tonight to join you as Villoux’s second ever World of Warcraft
Department Chairman. World of Warcraft was last seen in Villoux in April of 2012 and its tenure
as a department was very short-lived. I plan to bring an entirely different department to Villoux
and plan for it to be far more successful than its predecessor.
For those of you that are unfamiliar, World of Warcraft is an online MMO that focuses on
following the storyline of the game via raiding, or PVP-ing other users in arenas or battlegrounds.
I, personally, have been playing World of Warcraft for eleven years, so the game means a great
deal to me. Combine that with my passion for Villoux, and I have full confidence that with your
help we will generate a very successful department. Our immediate focus will be on establishing
and growing an in-game Villoux guild, known simply as Villoux Guild. One of my personal
friends will be joining us once he receives his new computer and he will act as our Guild Master.
Along with him, I will begin working with the System Press Department in advertising our guild
on various WoW forums and websites. In addition to web-based advertising, my guild members
and I will also be recruiting for other members and guilds in-game name. The guild requirements
for World of Warcraft are identical to those of Realm of the Mad God – we require the guild to
have at least ten active TeamSpeak members. Between growing the Villoux Guild and reaching
out to other guilds, I will certainly have my hands full for the next few months. I ask for your
encouragement, patience, and guidance as we work to establish ourselves not just within Villoux
but within the greater WoW community.
Transition: We will now open the floor to any questions, comments, or concerns per
regards the World of Warcraft Department. If you have a question, comment, or
concern, please send me a private message with question, comment, or concern,
respectively.
There appear to be no further questions, comments, or concerns per regards the World
of Warcraft Department, therefore we will end the Department Update portion of
tonight’s meeting and begin the Closing Ceremonies.

Press Announcement as read by Steve
Thank you, Dr. Baskerville. It is my pleasure to present the Press Department
Announcement. This evening, I would like to raise awareness to several matters concerning the
Press Department. For those of you that are unaware, Villoux is very active on social media. I
encourage every member of the House to like Villoux on Facebook, follow Villoux on Instagram,
and join our Steam community. Links for all of the aforementioned can be found in the lobby
channel’s channel description. Also found in the lobby channel’s description is the subscription
information for Villoux’s Remind101. Remind101 is an anonymous text application that allows
the right honorable Villoux Chief of Staff, Dr. Baskerville to send reminders about upcoming
events, Villoux server releases, and other important information concerning the system.
Subscribing to our Remind101 is completely free, requires no download, and should be something
that every member of the House uses. To subscribe to our Remind101, simply follow the
instructions for Remind101 in the lobby channel’s description. If you do not subscribe within the
next week, expect to be contacted by your respective Department Chairman or Executive.
The final topic I seek to raise awareness for is our weekly Radio Villoux events. As I
presume all of you are aware, every Friday night from 8:00 PM – 12:00 AM USCT, the Radio
Villoux DJ division hosts Radio Villoux events. These events serve as a kind of Villoux block
party, bringing together users from all gaming department and several different nationalities. At
the events, the Radio Villoux DJs will play music requested by the attendees. Oftentimes, user
will engage in fun karaoke sing-offs as well. I would enjoy having each and every one of you there
next Friday night, and look forward to seeing many of you. With that being said, I hereby conclude
my Press Department Announcement. Thank you for your time.

Closing Ceremonies as read by Dr. Baskerville
Good evening, my fellow members of the Villoux House of Players. I would like to extend
my appreciation to you for joining us tonight for this most important longstanding tradition. As
mentioned earlier in tonight’s meeting, I would like to take just a moment to discuss our League
of Legends Department.
After April’s Grand Council meeting, the League of Legends
Department has been without a Department Chairman, meaning that there have been no
tournaments hosted in the department and overall activity is at a bit of a standstill. Whereas the
Grand Council and I are working diligently to find a new Department Chairman, we are very open
to suggestions. If you have interest in this position or have a recommendation for a person that
you feel would be interested in the position, please contact me after tonight’s meeting.
Whilst on the topic of our gaming departments, I would like to take a brief moment to
recognize and commemorate Villoux’s Minecraft Department. The Minecraft Department, which
was first instated in February of 2011, served as Villoux’s central department for nearly all of our
early history. The Minecraft Department provided the users that developed our Realm of the Mad
God, League of Legends, Counter Strike, and several other departments throughout the system’s
history. At this time, I would like to provide a brief history of the department and recognize users
that made the department the unforgettable force that has had the largest impact in Villoux of any
department to date.
The most pivotal user in establishing the Minecraft Department was my former Grand
Council colleague, Mr. ZdPanthr. Server Head of the insanely popular server Drug Craft, Mr.
Panthr took a risk on joining his acclaimed server to the small TeamSpeak community that would
become the Villoux Server System. Through working with Mr. Panthr, the Grand Council
established the system’s government, gaming departments, and staff divisions that are known in
the system today. Without Mr. Panthr joining Drug Craft to Villoux, our Minecraft Department
never would have gone off, and nor would anything else in our now over 500+ active user
community today. Along with Mr. Panthr’s server joined a user that would become known in
Villoux as the honorable Mr. Crokey. Though he would not become Minecraft Department
Chairman until January of 2015, Mr. Crokey made himself the single most influential person
within the department, aside from myself, until his tenure as Department Chairman. Mr. Crokey
developed several server themes, models, and administrational chains that became beloved by so
many, most notably the PvP factions server, New-Age Craft, which still holds the title of being the
most profitable server in Villoux history. He also developed and administrated several Villoux
servers that’s names would become staples throughout the department, such as Basic Craft, Craft
of the Titans, and several FeedTheBeast and Tekkit servers. Another name that would become
famous within the system is Snowflake Pixelmon, Villoux’s first Pixelmon server. Pixelmon,
which is a plugin that adds Pokémon to Minecraft, was brought to Villoux by the Server Head of
Snowflake Pixelmon, Mr. Stutterfoot. Though he later committed treasonous acts against the
system, he started a trend of Pixelmon servers that lasted in Villoux for years. Taking over Mr.
Stutterfoot’s role as leader of the Pixelmon was former Minecraft Server Head and Team Fortress
2 Department Chairman, M. Cap1991. By the end of it, M. Cap worked on the development of
nearly seven different Pixelmon servers. With a whopping total of sixty-three different servers
and sixty-three different Server Heads, it would be impossible for me to thank nearly all of the

users that made our Minecraft Department such as success or recognize the hundreds of people
that were impacted by it, but it is unarguable that without Mr. ZdPanthr, Mr. Crokey, Mr.
Stutterfoot, and M. Cap, the system would not be where it is today. Other pivotal users throughout
the department’s history include former Executive Baskerville Assistants the honorable Mr.
Cronus and Mr. Penguin, former Executive System Press Officer 48and87rock, former Executive
System Coders Mr. Jdaca and Mr. Icyx, and former Minecraft Department Chairmen Dr. Afecter,
Mrs. Neonkeii, and Mr. Skullslice.
The Minecraft Department is also the reason that Villoux developed a System Building
Department, System Coding Department, and System Press Department. Though the System
Coding and System Press Departments have evolved far away from only revolving around
Minecraft, the System Building Department’s sole goal has always been to provide the highest
quality of builds possible in the Minecraft world, which they have done without fail since July of
2012. At the department’s height, Villoux’s Minecraft servers were the envy of the world. Though
the servers always had top-notch administration and unique themes, the builds were always what
caught everyone’s attention. I would be amiss if I did not thank some very special people in
developing the Villoux building standards and making the System Building Department par
excellence. Though the the position of Executive System Builder did not exist at the time he served
Villoux, my former Executive Baskerville Assistant, the honorable M. Sullivan was instrumental
in establishing the first Villoux Minecraft server, the Quest Server. From the start, the Quest
Server’s glowing cities of Devonshire, Thoes, Normandy, and so many others developed into
magnificent examples of the system’s building capabilities. Seceding the first Executive System
Builder, Mrs. Pbarron88, our last Executive System Builder, Mr. Sammygman expanded on the
work of Mrs. Barron and M. Sullivan when he first inherited the position in January of 2013.
Though in 2013, Mr. Sammy only served a few months, he solidified the oh-so high standards the
Minecraft community grew to love. My Baskerville Advisor and former Executive System
Builder, the honorable Mr. Smudd expanded on those standards and raised them to new levels.
The work of M. Sullivan, Mrs. Barron, Mr. Sammy, and Mr. Smudd will be remembered for all of
Villoux’s history and will never be taken for granted, nor should the work of other Executive
System Builders, Ms. Siya12, Mr. Donutbomber, Mr. Ssup_Dawg, and Mr. SoulSniper214. Their
work ranks amongst those aforementioned. Though they are now disbanded, the Minecraft
Department and System Building Department will always be remembered.
On a more cherry note, tonight marks the 50th meeting of this governmental body, which
illustrates 50 months or nearly five years’ worth of House of Players meetings. This body provides
the Grand Council Members and I in insurmountably insight into the desires of our users, the
problems that they face, and the solutions. Staff participation is absolutely vital to the success and
longevity of our system, so I would like to humbly thank all of you for understanding and
demonstrating the importance of these meetings.
I would like to take this time to thank and announce this month’s Friend of Villoux. As
you know, the Friend of Villoux award is a monthly award given to a member of Villoux’s staff
that has gone above and beyond in their respective field. It gives me great pleasure to announce
that this month’s Friend of Villoux is the TeamSpeak Operator, Mr. LegionAbid. Aside from doing
a marvelous job in his capacity as a TeamSpeak Operator, Mr. LegionAbid is also an invaluable
help to the Realm of the Mad God Server Head, Mr. Lunacy, as mentioned earlier. Other honorable

mentions for this month include the TeamSpeak Operator, the honorable Sen. Ace, the Baskerville
Assistant Manager LilMiss, and the Press Manager, Mr. Steve. I would also like to take this
opportunity to thank you – the hard working members of Villoux’s staff that make Villoux a system
in which “excellence is your only option”.
At this time, I will open the floor to any general questions, comments, or concerns. If you
have a question, comment, or concern that did not fit into any of our previous sessions, please feel
free to send me a private message with “question”, “comment”, or “concern”, respectively.
With that in mind and in heart, I, the Right Honorable Villoux Chief of Staff, Dr.
Baskerville do hereby adjourn this 50th meeting of the Villoux House of Players. Please return to
your appropriate channels.

